Spring 2012

It's tornado season

Spring and summer are the seasons in which truly destructive tornadoes are most frequently sighted in Florida, and spring is the season when the most powerful usually strike. See the Florida Climate Center: Tornadoes and Florida Division of Emergency Management: Tornadoes webpages to learn more and to make sure you and your family are prepared.

Warm, dry spring likely for the Southeast

The current climate outlook from the Southeast Climate Consortium shows that with much colder than normal ocean waters now in place in the tropical Pacific Ocean, it is nearly certain that La Niña will persist well into the spring season, bringing a greatly increased chance of a warm and dry spring to the Southeast.

Earth Day 2012

Please join us in celebrating Earth Day 2012! Earth Day is held each year on April 22, and many related events occur throughout the spring. Attend the festivities at FSU Campus Earth Day on March 21 (10a-2p at Oglesby Union Green), turn off your lights on March 31 at 8:30p for Earth Hour, or visit EarthDay.org for a list of events going on in your town.

New climate modeling data for the Southeast

Researchers throughout Florida have been expressing a need for high-resolution regional climate data for quite a while. In response, COAPS scientists Vasu Misra and Lydia Stefanova
have recently created the COAPS Regional Downscaling Dataset for the Southeast United States. This is a uniquely detailed and comprehensive resource containing historical and projected surface temperature, precipitation, and other information produced by sophisticated computer models. The data will help researchers better understand how natural and human systems may respond to future climate scenarios.

### Opportunities for students and teachers

- **Climate Change Education for Middle-School Science Teachers** *(ASK Florida)*
- **Diversity Internship** *(Northern Gulf Institute)*
- **Research Experiences for Teachers** *(Deep-C Consortium)*
- **Research Experiences for Undergraduates** *(Deep-C Consortium)*

### Alumnus profile: Nick Heath

Nick Heath, who completed undergraduate work with COAPS scientist Dr. Mark Bourassa, was recently featured in the FSU College of Arts and Sciences Spectrum Magazine. Click here to read the article.

### Faculty honors

We are pleased to announce that two members of the COAPS academic faculty, Dr. Vasu Misra (left) and Dr. Philip Sura (right), are being promoted to associate professors of meteorology (effective fall 2012). Dr. Sura has also been elected to serve on the Florida State University Faculty Senate.

### Publications

**COAPS authors are in bold.**


- Morey, S., and D. Dukhovskoy, 2012: Analysis methods for characterizing salinity variability from multivariate time series


Outreach photos

COAPS scientists Lydia Stefanova and Mark Powell record "Environmental Minutes" for WFSU-FM (1/11/12).

Asst. state climatologist Melissa Griffin makes a cloud in a bottle at the Museum of Florida History's Children's Day (1/28/12).

FSU administrators, including president Eric Barron, visited COAPS and the Florida
Asst. state climatologist Melissa Griffin met with policy makers at FSU Day at the Capitol (2/7/12).

COAPS student Daniel Gilford simulated warm and cold fronts at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory Open House (2/18/12).

About COAPS
The Florida State University Center for Ocean-Atmospheric Prediction Studies (COAPS) is a center of excellence performing interdisciplinary research in ocean-atmosphere-land-ice interactions to increase our understanding of the physical, social, and economic consequences of climate variability. COAPS scientists and students come from a wide range of disciplines, including meteorology, physical oceanography, statistics, and the computer and information sciences.

Director: Dr. Eric P. Chassignet
Website: http://coaps.fsu.edu
Email: contact@coaps.fsu.edu